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Outline
Performance, performance and performance used to be the three
things that really mattered in database research. Most of our pub-
lished works indeed include an experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed techniques. However, such evaluations are sometimes seen
as a ”must-have” eating up the valuable space where one could de-
scribe new ideas. The experimental evaluations end up being short,
lacking important information to interpret and/or reproduce the re-
sults, and often end without clear conclusion.

Potential issues of controversy range from the general question,
whether experimental assessment and performance evaluation are
considered part of research or rather part of engineering, to prac-
tical problems such as how experiments should be designed, con-
ducted, documented, and interpreted to make the results reproducible
and meaningful for others.

The distinguished panelists will discuss their viewpoints on the
following questions:

• What are the requirements for a credible experimental as-
sessment ?

• When reviewing a submitted work, how much should we ac-
cept ”based on trust” and what would be the ”minimal proof
requirements” ?

• Are current experimental benchmarks up to the task? Are
they sufficiently used?

• Should we modify the reviewing process for big conferences
to:

– raise the requirements for experimental studies in ”nor-
mal” papers?

– solicit more disclosure of data and code?

– highlight that a really deep experimental study actually
makes a contribution by itself? and if so, how?

• Would a requirements list or even template for an ”Experi-
mental Assessment” section help to ensure standardized and
complete presentation of both experimental results and the
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necessary information to reproduce them? Or would such an
attempt of standardization be ”too constraining”?

• How should we consider the relationship between commer-
cial systems and non-commercial research prototypes, when
assessing the performance of research prototypes? Is the
comparison possible, given the large difference in the amount
of man-month invested on the two sides ? Is the comparison
meaningful, given all the constraints under which commer-
cial systems operate (multi-user, heavy-weight, real-life ap-
plication constraints...) ?

• Are there classes of papers that do not need experimental
validation?

• Are there other metrics than performance that could/should
be assessed empirically? If so which (e.g., usability/applicability,
expressiveness), and how?

• EXPDB started in 2006 [1] (and continues in 2007 [2]) as a
satellite SIGMOD workshop series focused on performance
evaluation in database research. Should such issues be dis-
cussed in a separate forum, or should we ”bring them to the
mainstream” ?
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His main interests are query optimization and processing,
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